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Description

BACKGROUND

1. Technical Field

[0001] The present disclosure generally relates to the
field of fluid conduit connectors for application to multiple
fluid line systems and more particularly to fluid line con-
nectors having a valved port.

2. Description of the Related Art

[0002] Medical conditions that form clots in the blood,
such as deep vein thrombosis (DVT) and peripheral ede-
ma, are a major concern to immobile medical patients.
Such patients include those undergoing surgery, an-
esthesia, extended periods of bed rest, etc. These blood
clotting conditions generally occur in the deep veins of
the lower extremities and/or pelvis. These veins, such as
the iliac, femoral, popiteal and tibial return deoxygenated
blood to the heart. When blood circulation in these veins
is retarded due to illness, injury or inactivity, there is a
tendency for blood to accumulate or pool. A static pool
of blood provides an ideal environment for dangerous
clot formations. A major risk associated with this condi-
tion is interference with cardiovascular circulation. Most
seriously, a fragment of the blood clot can break loose
and migrate. A pulmonary embolism can form a poten-
tially life-threatening blockage in a main pulmonary ar-
tery.
[0003] The conditions and resulting risks associated
with patient immobility can be controlled or alleviated by
applying intermittent pressure to a patient’s limb to assist
in blood circulation. Known devices such as one piece
pads and compression boots have been employed to as-
sist in blood circulation. See, for example, U. S. Patent
Nos. 6,290,662 and 6,494,852. A connection device for
connecting multiple conduits to a compression sleeve is
described in U.S. Patent No. 5,478,119.
[0004] Sequential compression devices have been
used, which consist of an air pump connected to a dis-
posable wraparound pad by a series of fluid conduits
such as air tubes, for example. The wraparound pad is
placed around the patient’s leg. Air is then forced into
different parts of the wraparound pad in sequence, cre-
ating pressure around the calves and improving venous
return. These known devices suffer from various draw-
backs due to their bulk and cumbersome nature of use.
These drawbacks cause patient discomfort, reduce com-
pliance and can prevent mobility of the patient as recov-
ery progresses after surgery. It would be desirable to
overcome the disadvantages of such known devices.

SUMMARY

[0005] U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 10/784,607,
filed on February 23, 2004 and entitled Compression Ap-

paratus, of which priority is claimed, discloses an exem-
plary sequential compression apparatus that overcomes
the disadvantages and drawbacks of the prior art by re-
ducing bulk and improving comfort and compliance to a
patient. This sequential compression apparatus includes
a removable portion of a compression sleeve (wrapa-
round pad) and a valve connector that facilitates coupling
of the removable portion from a pressurized fluid source.
[0006] In the sequential compression apparatus, a pre-
determined fluid pressure is supplied to each of a plurality
of tubes to the apparatus according to a predetermined
timing sequence. Fluid pressure feedback information is
acquired to ensure proper operation of the apparatus.
Closure of a valve in the valve connector prevents fluid
leakage when the removable portion and corresponding
tube is disconnected and removed. Valve connectors
heretofore known either completely open or completely
close a fluid conduit. The open or closed fluid conduit
has pneumatic characteristics different from those of the
previously connected system components.
[0007] In an illustrative apparatus, a controller recog-
nizes a pressure change indicating closure of the valve
connector when the removable portion is removed. The
controller then begins executing a second predetermined
pressure timing sequence to supply pressurized fluid to
the remaining portions of the apparatus. If the valve con-
nector is not present or malfunctions when the removable
portion is removed, the controller recognizes a pressure
change indicating an open fluid line and can execute an
error or alarm program sequence (see, for example, the
controller described in U.S. Patent Application Serial No.
10/784,323, filed on February 23, 2004 and entitled Com-
pression Treatment System, of which priority is claimed).
[0008] Use of such valve connectors thus disadvanta-
geously requires a more complicated control element in
the fluid supply apparatus which must be capable of ex-
ecuting a plurality of pressure/timing sequences in re-
sponse to acquired pressure measurements. In the illus-
trative apparatus, switching between multiple control se-
quences disadvantageously requires interruption of the
system and can require manual input to initiate the sec-
ond pressure/timing sequence.
[0009] It would be desirable to overcome the draw-
backs of heretofore known fluid line connectors by pro-
viding a coupling valve that allows a controller to continue
uninterrupted operation of a single pressure timing se-
quence when a removable portion is disconnected from
a controlled pressure system. It would be further desira-
ble to accommodate such uninterrupted operation of a
single control sequence by providing a coupling valve
that approximates the pneumatic characteristics of a re-
movable portion of controlled pressure system. It would
be desirable to provide such a connector that is inexpen-
sive to manufacture and configured for use in a prophy-
laxis sequential compression apparatus.
[0010] According to the independ claim which defines
the present invention, a fluid conduit connector apparatus
is provided that facilitates uninterrupted execution of a
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single pressure timing sequence when a fluid conduit is
removed from a pneumatic system. The fluid conduit con-
nector apparatus overcomes the disadvantages and
drawbacks of the prior art when incorporated in a proph-
ylaxis sequential compression apparatus by reducing
control system complexity, providing ease of use and
minimizing interruption to patients. The fluid conduit con-
nector apparatus includes a port portion including a valve
to achieve the advantages of the present disclosure. The
fluid conduit connector apparatus has a valve that ap-
proximates the pneumatic characteristics of a removed
pneumatic system component. The fluid conduit connec-
tor apparatus is easily and efficiently fabricated.
[0011] The fluid conduit connector apparatus, in ac-
cordance with the principles of the present disclosure, is
adapted for use with a compression apparatus. The fluid
connector apparatus includes a connector having a plu-
rality of fluid ports formed therewith that facilitates fluid
communication between a plurality of fluid conduits of
the compression apparatus and a pressurized fluid
source. Each of the plurality of fluid ports defines a fluid
orifice configured for fluid flow. A valve is disposed with
one of the fluid ports. The valve is operable to engage
the fluid port such that disconnect of a fluid conduit of the
compression apparatus corresponding to the fluid port
from the connector reduces a dimension of the fluid orifice
of the fluid port.
[0012] The fluid connector apparatus can include a first
connector having a first plurality of fluid ports formed
therewith that fluidly communicates with a first plurality
of fluid conduits. In an illustrative embodiment, the first
plurality of fluid conduits is a set of three air tubes. A valve
is supported with the first connector and is movable such
that upon disconnection of one of the first plurality of fluid
conduits from the first connector, the valve engages a
corresponding fluid port in a configuration that creates a
reduced fluid orifice therein. The valve is adapted to ap-
proximate pneumatic characteristics of a connected ap-
paratus when the connected apparatus is disconnected
from the first connector.
[0013] In another embodiment, one of the fluid ports
includes a coupling port and one of the first plurality fluid
conduits includes a quick-disconnect fitting adapted for
removable mating with the coupling port. The valve is
disposed in the coupling port and can, for example, in-
clude a spring loaded plunger. An illustrative coupling
fitting includes an engagement portion extending there-
from. The spring loaded plunger is displaced by the en-
gagement portion when the coupling fitting is mated to
the coupling port.
[0014] In one embodiment, the coupling port includes
a cap portion disposed therein. The spring loaded plung-
er engages the cap portion to create an orifice that pro-
vides a pneumatic behavior approximating one of the first
plurality of fluid conduits when the coupling fitting is dis-
connected from the coupling port.
[0015] In an illustrative embodiment, the fluid connec-
tor apparatus according the present disclosure also in-

cludes a second connector in fluid communication with
a second plurality of fluid conduits. In an exemplary em-
bodiment, the second plurality of fluid conduits is a set
of three air tubes. A plurality of couplings is in fluid com-
munication with the air tubes. The first connector includes
a sleeve defining a cavity adapted for mating with the
plurality of couplings. The cavity defines a female mating
receptacle. The plurality of couplings defines a male mat-
ing plug adapted for mating with the female mating re-
ceptacle.
[0016] In certain embodiments, the first and/or second
connectors include improved streamlining of their outer
surfaces to prevent snagging of the connectors on patient
garments and bedding. In one embodiment, the first con-
nector includes an interference key in the cavity to pre-
vent the first connector from mating with legacy connec-
tor components. The second connector includes a clear-
ance space for the interference key.
[0017] In yet another embodiment, the first plurality of
fluid conduits is a set of webbed tubing having increased
webbing volume between at least one pair of adjacent
conduits. At least one interference rib is formed between
at least one pair of adjacent fluid ports in the first plurality
of fluid ports. The increased webbing volume is aligned
with the interference rib if the plurality of fluid conduits is
improperly oriented with said first connector. The inter-
ference rib thereby prevents attachment of improperly
oriented fluid conduits to the first connector. Similarly,
the second plurality of fluid conduits can include an in-
creased webbing volume configured to interfere with an
interference rib between adjacent ports in the second
connector to prevent attachment of improperly oriented
fluid conduits to the second connector.
[0018] In one embodiment of the present disclosure,
the fluid conduit connector apparatus further includes a
gasket disposed in the cavity. The gasket is adapted to
provide fluid sealing between the first and second con-
nectors when the first and second connectors are mated
together.
[0019] In at least one embodiment, the sleeve includes
a window extending at least partially therethrough. The
second connector includes a locking ann extending
therefrom. The locking arm is adapted to engage the win-
dow to releasably retain the first connector with the sec-
ond connector. The sleeve can include a slot extending
to the window which partially bifurcates the sleeve to de-
fine opposing snap arms for engaging the locking arm.
One of the first or second connectors can include an
alignment slot and the other of the first or second con-
nectors can include an alignment rib configured for en-
gaging the alignment slot.
[0020] In a particular illustrative embodiment, the lock-
ing arm includes a leading surface inclined at a first angle
to provide a predetermined engagement force between
the locking arm and snap arms, and a trailing surface
inclined at a second angle to provide a predetermined
disengagement force between the locking arm and snap
arms. The predetermined engagement force can be de-
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signed, for example, to be less than the predetermined
disengagement force.
[0021] In another embodiment of the present disclo-
sure, a fluid connector apparatus includes a first connec-
tor having tubular walls defining a plurality of fluid ports
adapted to connect to a first plurality of fluid conduits. At
least one of the fluid ports comprises a coupling port. At
least one of the first plurality of fluid conduits includes a
coupling fitting adapted for removable mating with the
coupling port. A valve is disposed within the coupling
port. The valve engages the coupling port to create an
orifice approximating pneumatic behavior of one of the
first plurality of conduits when the coupling fitting is dis-
connected from said coupling port. A second connector
is adapted to connect to a second plurality of fluid con-
duits and mate with the first connector.
[0022] In an exemplary embodiment, the valve in-
cludes a spring loaded plunger disposed in the coupling
port. In one embodiment, the coupling fitting includes an
engagement portion extending therefrom. The spring
loaded plunger is displaced by the engagement portion
when the coupling fitting is mated to said coupling port.
The coupling port includes a cap portion disposed there-
in. The spring loaded plunger engages the cap portion
to create an orifice that provides a pneumatic behavior
approximating said one of the first plurality of fluid con-
duits when the coupling fitting is disconnected from the
coupling port.
[0023] In another embodiment of the fluid connector
apparatus, the second connector comprises a plurality
of couplings in fluid communication with the second plu-
rality of fluid conduits. The first connector includes a
sleeve formed therewith defining a cavity adapted for
mating with the plurality of couplings. The sleeve includes
a window extending at least partially therethrough. The
second connector includes a locking arm extending
therefrom which is adapted to engage the window to re-
leasably retain the first connector with the second con-
nector. The sleeve includes a slot extending to the win-
dow and partially bifurcating the sleeve to define oppos-
ing snap arms for engaging the locking arm.
[0024] A particular embodiment of the present disclo-
sure a fluid connector apparatus includes a sleeve con-
nector having tubular walls defining a plurality of fluid
ports adapted to connect to a first tubing set including an
ankle tube, a calf tube and a thigh tube. One of the ports
includes a coupling port. The thigh tube has a coupling
fitting adapted for removable mating with the coupling
port.
[0025] In the particular embodiment, a valve is dis-
posed within the coupling port. The valve includes a
spring loaded plunger which engages the coupling port
to create an orifice approximating pneumatic behavior of
the thigh tube when the fitting is disconnected from the
coupling port. The coupling fitting includes an engage-
ment portion extending therefrom. The spring loaded
plunger is displaced by the engagement portion when
the coupling fitting is mated to the coupling port. The cou-

pling port includes a cap portion disposed therein. The
spring loaded plunger engages the cap portion to create
an orifice that provides pneumatic behavior approximat-
ing the thigh tube when the coupling fitting is disconnect-
ed from the coupling port.
[0026] A tubing set connector can be adapted to con-
nect to a second tubing set and mate with the sleeve
connector. The tubing set connector includes a plurality
of couplings in fluid communication with the second tub-
ing set. The sleeve connector includes a sleeve formed
therewith defining a cavity adapted for mating with the
plurality of couplings, and having a gasket disposed in
the cavity. The gasket is adapted to provide fluid sealing
between the sleeve connector and the tubing set con-
nector. In at least one embodiment, the gasket includes
a retention portion extending therefrom. The sleeve in-
cludes a gasket retention groove adapted to accept the
retention portion and thereby retain the gasket to the
sleeve.
[0027] In a particular embodiment, the sleeve includes
a window extending at least partially therethrough. The
tubing set connector includes a locking arm extending
therefrom. The locking arm is adapted to engage the win-
dow to releasably retain the sleeve connector with the
tubing set connector. The sleeve includes a slot extend-
ing to the window and partially bifurcating the sleeve to
define opposing snap arms for engaging the locking arm.
One of the sleeve connector or the tubing set connector
includes an alignment slot and the other of the sleeve
connector or the tubing set connector includes an align-
ment rib configured for engaging the alignment slot.
[0028] In another embodiment, the present application
discloses a coupling apparatus including a coupling fitting
permanently mounted to a first end of a fluid conduit. A
second end of the fluid conduit is connected to an inflat-
able device. A coupling port is adapted for mating with
the coupling fitting and includes a valve supported with
the coupling port. The valve approximates pneumatic
characteristics of the inflatable device and fluid conduit
when the coupling fitting is disconnected from the cou-
pling port.
[0029] In another particular embodiment, the coupling
fitting can include a proximal cylinder and a distal cylinder
extending therefrom. A central longitudinal axis extends
through the proximal cylinder and distal cylinder. The
proximal cylinder has an inside diameter approximately
equal to the outside diameter of said fluid conduit to fa-
cilitate an interference fit therebetween. The distal cylin-
der has an inside diameter approximately equal to the
outside diameter of said coupling port to facilitate a slip
fit therebetween and includes a locking tab extending
radially from the outer surface of the distal cylinder.
[0030] The coupling port includes a fluid communica-
tion channel and is incorporated with a sleeve having a
detent for engaging the locking tab to removably secure
the coupling fitting to the coupling port. Alternatively, the
sleeve or interior surface of the first connector can include
a detent cavity extending at least partially into the interior
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surface and adapted for accepting the locking tab. An
exemplary detent cavity includes a longitudinal track por-
tion adapted for guiding the locking tab during engage-
ment and disengagement and an annular portion adapt-
ed for retaining the locking tab when the coupling fitting
is rotated about its longitudinal axis. Along its length, the
detent cavity can have varying depth or width into the
interior surface. The varying depth of the detent cavity
provides a predetermined engagement/disengagement
force/displacement profile between the locking tab and
the detent cavity. In one embodiment, the locking tab has
an outer portion with an enlarged manual engagement
surface to assist manipulation of the locking tab.
[0031] In an illustrative embodiment, the valve in-
cludes a spring loaded plunger. The spring is com-
pressed by engagement between the coupling fitting and
the plunger to open the coupling port for fluid communi-
cation when the coupling fitting is connected to the cou-
pling port. The spring is extended to force the plunger
into the channel. The plunger is perforated to provide a
predetermined fluid resistance through the channel when
the coupling fitting is disconnected from the coupling port.
[0032] In another embodiment, the present disclosure
provides a fluid connector apparatus including a first con-
nector having a first plurality of fluid ports formed there-
with which fluidly communicate with a first plurality of fluid
conduits. A second connector is in fluid communication
with a second plurality of fluid conduits and includes a
plurality of couplings in fluid communication therewith.
Restrictor means within the first connector are provided
for approximating pneumatic characteristics of one of the
fluid conduits when it is disconnected from the first con-
nector.
[0033] In yet another embodiment, the present disclo-
sure provides a method of coupling a pressure source to
a pneumatic device. According to the method of the
present disclosure, a first plurality of fluid conduits from
the pneumatic device is connected to a second plurality
of conduits from the pressure source using a multi-port
tube connector. One of the first plurality of conduits is
disconnected from the multi-port tube connector. A valve
is thereby released in the connector which approximates
the pneumatic characteristics of one of the first plurality
of conduits.
[0034] Another illustrative embodiment of the present
disclosure provides a fluid conduit coupling. The fluid
conduit coupling has a coupling fitting with a proximal
cylinder and a distal cylinder monolithically formed with
the proximal cylinder along a central longitudinal axis.
The proximal cylinder has an inside diameter adapted
for receiving a fluid conduit. The fluid conduit coupling
also includes a fluid port having a male cylindrical portion
extending proximally therefrom and a fluid channel ex-
tending through the port from the male cylindrical portion
to a distal opening. The distal cylinder of the coupling
fitting includes a female orifice adapted for mating with
the male cylindrical portion of the coupling port. A valve
disposed in the port is operatively configured to approx-

imate pneumatic characteristics of a disconnected de-
vice when the coupling fitting is detached from the cou-
pling port.
[0035] The coupling fitting of the fluid conduit coupling
according to the illustrative embodiment has an engage-
ment portion adapted to displace the valve in the coupling
port. The valve includes plunger biased proximally by a
spring force. The engagement portion is aligned to dis-
place the plunger distally against said spring force when
the fitting is attached to the port. The plunger providing
an increased fluid passage when displaced distally and
a reduced fluid passage when biased proximally.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0036] The objects and features of the present disclo-
sure, which are believed to be novel, are set forth with
the particularity in the appended claims. The present dis-
closure, both as to its organization and manner of oper-
ation, together with further objectives and advantages,
may be best understood by reference to the following
description, taken in connection with the accompanying
drawings, which are described below.

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of an illustrative embod-
iment of a fluid conduit connector apparatus in ac-
cordance with the principles of the present disclo-
sure;

FIG. 2 is a perspective view of a first and second
connector according to an illustrative embodiment
of the fluid conduit connector apparatus of the
present disclosure;

FIG. 3 is a side partial cross-sectional view of the
illustrative fluid conduit connector apparatus shown
in FIG. 1;

FIG. 4 is a top cross sectional view of the illustrative
fluid conduit connector apparatus shown in FIG. 1;

FIG. 5 is front cross sectional view of the coupling
port in an illustrative fluid conduit connector appara-
tus according to the present disclosure;

FIG. 6 is a side cross sectional perspective view of
the fluid conduit connector apparatus according to
an illustrative embodiment of the present disclosure;

FIG. 6A is a cutaway perspective view of the fluid
conduit connector apparatus shown in FIG. 6;

FIG. 6B is a cutaway perspective view of the fluid
conduit connector apparatus shown in FIG. 6;

FIG. 7 is an exploded view of the various components
of an illustrative fluid conduit connector apparatus
according to the present disclosure;
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FIG. 8 is an exploded view of the various components
of an illustrative first connector in a fluid conduit con-
nector apparatus according to the present disclo-
sure;

FIG. 8A is a perspective view of an alternate embod-
iment of the first connector shown in FIG. 8;

FIG. 8B is a perspective view of the first connector
shown in FIG. 8A and an alternate embodiment of
the second connector shown in FIG. 2;

FIG. 8C is a cross-sectional plan view of the first
connector and the second connector shown in FIG.
8B;

FIG. 9 is a side view of an illustrative coupling fitting
according to the present disclosure;

FIG. 10 is a top view of a first or second connector
including a detent cavity according to an illustrative
embodiment of the present disclosure;

FIG. 11 is a front view of a first or second connector
including an interference rib according to an illustra-
tive embodiment of the present disclosure;

FIG. 12 is a front view of webbed tubing having an
increased webbing volume according to an illustra-
tive embodiment of the present;

FIG. 13 is an end view of a first or second connector
including an interference key according to an illus-
trative embodiment of the present disclosure; and

FIG. 14 is a schematic view of two embodiments of
a first connector and two embodiments of a second
connector.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EXEMPLARY EMBOD-
IMENTS

[0037] The exemplary embodiments of the fluid con-
duit connector apparatus and methods of operation dis-
closed are discussed in terms of prophylaxis compres-
sion apparatus and vascular therapy including a proph-
ylaxis compression apparatus for application to a limb of
a body and more particularly in terms of a compression
apparatus having removable portions. It is envisioned
that the present disclosure, however, finds application
with a wide variety of pneumatic systems having remov-
able fluid conduits, such as, for example, medical and
industrial applications requiring timed sequences of com-
pressed air in a plurality of air tubes.
[0038] In the discussion that follows, the term "proxi-
mal" refers to a portion of a structure that is closer to a
torso of a subject and the term "distal" refers to a portion
that is further from the torso. As used herein the term

"subject" refers to a patient undergoing vascular therapy
using the prophylaxis sequential compression appara-
tus. According to the present disclosure, the term "prac-
titioner" refers to an individual administering the proph-
ylaxis sequential compression apparatus and may in-
clude support personnel.
[0039] The following discussion includes a description
of the fluid conduit connector apparatus, followed by a
description of an exemplary method of operating the fluid
conduit connector apparatus in accordance with the prin-
cipals of the present disclosure. Reference will now be
made in detail to the exemplary embodiments and dis-
closure, which are illustrated with the accompanying fig-
ures.
[0040] Turning now to the figures, wherein like com-
ponents are designated by like reference numerals
throughout the several views. Referring initially to FIGS.
1 and 2, there is illustrated a fluid conduit connector ap-
paratus 10, constructed in accordance with the principals
of the present disclosure. The fluid conduit connector ap-
paratus 10 includes a connector having a first connector
12 and second connector 14. First connector 12 is con-
figured for removable engagement with a second con-
nector 14.
[0041] The first connector 12 includes a first plurality
of fluid ports 16 extending proximally therefrom and
adapted for receiving a first plurality of fluid conduits 18.
Fluid conduits 18 are connected to a compression appa-
ratus, including for example, a compression sleeve (not
shown) adapted for disposal and treatment about a limb
of a subject (not shown). The second connector 14 in-
cludes a second plurality of fluid ports 20 extending dis-
tally therefrom and adapted for receiving a second plu-
rality of fluid conduits 22. Fluid conduits 22 fluidly com-
municate with a pressurized fluid source (not shown) that
is adapted to inflate the compression sleeve via the ad-
vantageous configuration of fluid conduit connector ap-
paratus 10, as described in accordance with the princi-
ples of the present disclosure. It is envisioned that con-
duits 18, 22 may include various tubing such as, for ex-
ample, non-webbed tubing, etc.
[0042] The fluid ports 16, 20 of connectors 12, 14 re-
spectively, each define an inner fluid orifice or passage-
way that facilitate fluid communication between connec-
tors 12, 14. In turn, connectors 12, 14 facilitate fluid com-
munication between the pressurized fluid source and the
compression sleeve. Although the fluid conduit connec-
tor apparatus 10 is illustrated as having a set of three
fluid ports in each connector for connecting sets of three
fluid conduits, it is contemplated that each connector can
have any number of fluid ports without departing from
the scope of the present disclosure.
[0043] The first connector 12 includes a sleeve 24 de-
fining a cavity 26 having a distal opening. The cavity 26
houses distal portions of the first plurality of fluid ports
16 which extend distally within the cavity 26. The second
connector 14 includes a plurality of fluid couplings 28
extending proximally therefrom. The plurality of fluid cou-
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plings 28 is formed by proximal portions of the second
plurality of fluid ports 20 for alignment with the distal por-
tions of the first plurality of fluid ports 16. A locking arm
30 extends proximally from the body portion 32 of the
second connector 14. A slot 34 in the sleeve 24 of first
connector 12 includes a window 36 adapted for remov-
ably accepting the locking arm 30 to retain the first con-
nector 12 to the second connector 14.
[0044] At least one of the first plurality of ports is a
coupling port 38 adapted for receiving a coupling fitting
40. The coupling fitting 40 is permanently attached to the
distal end of a corresponding one of the first plurality of
fluid conduits 18. A locking tab extending radially from
the coupling fitting 40 is configured for engaging a detent
cavity 44 in the first connector 12, for example in the
sleeve 24 as shown in FIG. 1. A streamlined outer surface
25 prevents the connectors from snagging on patient
clothing or bedding.
[0045] Referring now to FIGS. 3 - 7, the various com-
ponents of the fluid conduit connector apparatus will be
described in further detail.
[0046] A gasket 46 conforms to the space between the
plurality of couplings 28 and the distal portion of the first
plurality of fluid ports 16 within the cavity 26 when the
first connnector 12 is engaged with the second connector
14. The gasket 46 provides sealing for pressurized fluid
communication between corresponding fluid conduits by
providing a sealed fluid channel including the first plurality
of fluid ports and second plurality of fluid ports. It is en-
visioned that the gasket 46 can be efficiently and inex-
pensively manufactured using a variety of common ma-
terials or fabrication methods, for example by injection
molding an elastomeric material or dye cutting a cork or
paper based gasket material. It is envisioned that the
gasket 46 can be configured for retention to one or the
other of the first connector 12 and second connector 14.
In the illustrative embodiment, the gasket includes a prox-
imal lip 48 configured to engage the distal portion of each
of the first plurality of fluid ports to provide fluid sealing
between the first connector 12 and the second connector
14. The gasket includes a retention portion extending
therefrom. The sleeve 24 includes a gasket retention
groove adapted to accept the retention portion and there-
by retain the gasket to the sleeve 24 when the second
connector 14 is removed therefrom.
[0047] The slot 34 at least partially bifurcates the
sleeve 24 to allow spreading of the sleeve 24 under stress
when the locking arm 30 is pressed into the slot 34 at its
distal end as the first connector 12 is mated to the second
connector 14. When an engagement portion 49 of the
locking arm 30 reaches the window portion 36 of the slot
34 the sleeve returns to its relaxed shape to releasably
retain the second connector 14 by its locking arms 30.
The locking arm 30 is formed with a leading surface 39
inclined at an angle (i.e., first angle) and a trailing surface
41 inclined at a second angle. In the illustrative embod-
iment, the leading surface 39 is inclined at a shallower
angle than the trailing 41 surface so that the force to

connect the first connector 12 to the second connector
14 is lighter than the force to disconnect the first connec-
tor 12 from the second connector 14. Predetermined con-
nection/disconnection forces can thereby be achieved
by proper selection of the first and second angle when
designing a particular locking arm 30.
[0048] Although the illustrative embodiment described
herein refers to a particular locking arm and slot config-
uration, it is envisioned that virtually any type of remov-
able retention method may be used to removably retain
the first connector to the second connector without de-
parting from the scope of the present disclosure. For ex-
ample, an interference fit may be provided between the
first connector 12 and second connector 14 or may be
provided by a properly configured deformable gasket 46.
Alternatively, a snap or detent arrangement known in the
art may be used to retain the first connector 12 to the
second connector 14. For example, as shown in FIGS.
8A, 8B and 8C, first connector 12 includes a locking arm
234 that is configured for mating engagement with cor-
responding slot 230 formed in second connector 14, sim-
ilar to the arm and slot structure described.
[0049] An alignment rib 59 (FIG. 1) extends radially
from at least one of the plurality of couplings 28 along its
longitudinal axis. A corresponding alignment slot (not
shown) is provided in the inner surface of the sleeve 24
extending to the distal end thereof for accepting the align-
ment rib 59. It is contemplated that virtually any type of
alignment rib/slot configuration commonly used in the art
of for alignment of mating connectors can be used without
departing from the scope of the present disclosure.
[0050] The coupling fitting 40 includes a proximal cyl-
inder 52 and a distal cylinder 54 aligned along a longitu-
dinal axis 56. The proximal cylinder 52 includes a prox-
imal opening 58 and an inside diameter 60 defining an
inner surface 62 configured for a press fit corresponding
to the outside diameter of one of the first plurality of fluid
conduits 18. In the illustrative embodiment, the corre-
sponding fluid conduit is an air tube which is press fit into
the proximal cylinder 52 through its proximal opening 58.
In an illustrative embodiment, the fluid conduit is sub-
stantially permanently attached to the proximal cylinder
52 by friction. In alternative embodiments a variety of
suitable adhesives may be applied to the inner surface
62 of the proximal cylinder 52 to permanently attach the
fluid conduit and provide a fluid tight seal therebetween.
For example, it is envisioned that a silicon adhesive, rub-
ber cement, a material specific adhesive compound, an
o-ring, a gasket or the like can be used according to meth-
ods well known in the art to attach the fluid conduit to the
coupling fitting.
[0051] The distal cylinder 54 comprises an inner sur-
face defined by an inside contour 64 revolved about the
longitudinal axis 56 and an outer surface 66 defined by
an outside diameter. In the illustrative embodiment, the
inside contour 64 includes a sealing portion 68, a flexing
portion 70 and an annular lip portion 72. The sealing por-
tion 68 has an inside diameter adapted for a tight fit
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against the outside surface of the coupling port 38 to
provide at least partial fluid sealing therebetween. The
annular lip portion 72 defines an annular ring that com-
presses against the outside surface of coupling port 38
and provides fluid sealing therebetween. The flexing por-
tion 70 is defined by a reduced wall thickness which al-
lows the distal cylinder 54 to deflect inwardly to facilitate
engagement of the locking tab 42 to the detent cavity 44.
[0052] Although the illustrative embodiment is de-
scribed with respect to a particular retention and sealing
configuration between the coupling fitting 40 and cou-
pling port 38, it is envisioned that virtually any type of
coupling fitting retention and sealing method known in
the art can be used between the coupling fitting 40 and
the external surface of the coupling port 38 without de-
parting from the scope of the present disclosure. For ex-
ample, it is envisioned that a threaded collar, a cantilever
snap arm or the like can be used for attachment of the
coupling fitting 40 to the coupling port 38 or to the first
connector 12.
[0053] In another example referring to FIGS. 9 and 10,
the sleeve 24 or interior surface of the first connector 12
can include a detent cavity 44 extending at least partially
into the interior surface and adapted for accepting the
locking tab 42 of the coupling fitting 40. A detent 57 of
tab 42 is inserted into sleeve 24 to become disposed in
cavity 44. Detent 57 is rotated through cavity 44, via ma-
nipulation of fitting 40 and retained in position by bump
formed in the wall of cavity 44. In an alternate embodi-
ment, the detent cavity shown in FIG. 10 includes a lon-
gitudinal track portion 55 (shown in phantom) adapted
for guiding the locking tab 42 (FIG. 9) during engagement
and disengagement and an annular portion 57 adapted
for retaining the locking tab 42 (FIG. 9) when the coupling
fitting 40 is rotated about its longitudinal axis 56. Along
its length, the detent cavity 44 can have varying depth or
width into the interior surface. The varying depth of the
detent cavity 44 provides a predetermined engagement/
disengagement force/displacement profile between the
locking tab 42 and the detent cavity. In one embodiment,
the locking tab has an outer portion with an enlarged
manual engagement surface 43 to assist manipulation
of the locking tab 42.
[0054] In an illustrative embodiment of the invention,
the coupling fitting includes an engagement portion 74
adapted for opening a valve 76 disposed within the cou-
pling port 38. The engagement portion 74 extends distally
from a transverse wall 78 within the coupling fitting 40 to
displace a plunger 80 in the valve 76. In the illustrative
embodiment, the transverse wall 78 is disposed within
the coupling fitting 40 about between the proximal cylin-
der 52 and the distal cylinder 54 and orthogonal to the
longitudinal axis 56. At least one fluid passageway ex-
tends through the transverse wall.
[0055] Although the illustrative embodiment is de-
scribed in terms of a distally extending engagement por-
tion, it is envisioned that virtually any type of valve en-
gagement structure can be used to displace a valve

plunger 80 within the scope of the present disclosure.
For example, a flat surface of the transverse wall 78 or
a rib extending from the inner surface of the distal cylinder
54, can be aligned with a complementary structure within
a valve 76 to displace a valve plunger 80 when the cou-
pling fitting 40 is engaged with the coupling port 38.
[0056] The illustrative embodiment includes a valve 76
disposed within the coupling port 38. The valve 76 in-
cludes a plunger 80 movable along the longitudinal axis
of the coupling port 38 and biased proximally by a spring
82. The spring 82 is supported by the gasket 46 which
is held in place in cavity 26 by protrusion 51 on the gasket
46. Adhesive may alternatively be used to maintain gas-
ket 46 in position. The gasket 46 includes a spring seat
formed along the longitudinal axis of any gasket passage-
way to be aligned with a coupling port. (FIGS. 4 -5) The
spring seat in the illustrative embodiment includes a cen-
tral stub 84 supported by radial spars 86 within the gasket
opening.
[0057] The valve can be easily assembled by installing
the spring 82 over the distal end of the plunger 80 to form
a plunger and spring sub-assembly. The plunger 80 in-
cludes a step 88 to engage the proximal end of the spring
82. The plunger and spring sub-assembly can then be
installed into the coupling port 38 from its proximal end.
The gasket 46 can then be installed into the cavity 26.
Alternatively, the plunger and spring sub-assembly can
be installed to the gasket 46 by fitting the spring 82 to
the spring seat before installing the gasket 46 spring 82
and plunger 80 together to the first connector 12. FIGS.
7 and 8 provide two illustrative embodiments of a plunger
80 according to the present disclosure.
[0058] Although the present disclosure illustrates the
use of a coil spring 82 to bias the plunger 80, it is con-
templated that virtually any type of plunger and spring
arrangement known in the art can be used to provide
biasing of the plunger 80 within the scope of the present
disclosure. For example, it is envisioned that spring force
could be applied to the plunger 80 by forming a plastic
cantilever spring arm that could be formed within the first
connector 12. Alternatively a structure similar to the
spring seat could be formed of elastomeric material as
part of the gasket 46 to provide a biasing force to the
plunger 80 without departing from the scope of the
present disclosure.
[0059] When the coupling fitting 40 is engaged with
the coupling port 38, the engagement portion 74 of the
coupling fitting forces the plunger 80 to move distally
against the force of the spring 82 which is thereby com-
pressed. An open fluid connection is thereby provided
from the fluid conduit connected to the coupling fitting
40, through the coupling port 38 to the corresponding
one of the second plurality of fluid conduits 22, i.e., the
corresponding air tube.
[0060] For example, a portion of the compression
sleeve that fluidly communicates with the pressurized flu-
id source via coupling port 38 may be removed from the
remainder of the compression sleeve. The remaining por-
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tion of the compression sleeve continues to provide treat-
ment to the limb of the subject. Upon removal of the se-
lected portion, the coupling fitting 40 is disconnected and
not engaged to the coupling port 38. Spring 82 forces the
plunger 80 to its proximal limit of travel where the plunger
80 engages a proximal stop such that valve 76 is in a
closed position.
[0061] The plunger 80 is configured to cooperate with
an internal structure in the coupling port 38 to define a
reduced fluid orifice when the plunger 80 is displaced to
its proximal limit. The reduced fluid orifice is designed to
provide pneumatic characteristics approximating the
pneumatic characteristics of a detached device.
[0062] In an illustrative embodiment, (FIGS. 6 - 7), a
cap 90 having a fluid passageway 92 therethrough is
disposed in the proximal opening of the coupling port 38.
The cap 90 provides a stop defining a proximal limit of
plunger travel and is configured to cooperate with the
plunger 80 of valve 76, such that valve 76 reduces the
dimension of the fluid orifice of coupling port 38.
[0063] For example, as shown in FIGS. 6A and 6B,
coupling fitting 40 is connected to the coupling port 38 to
force plunger 80 distally and open the fluid connection
(FIG. 6A), described above, for inflating a removable por-
tion of an inflatable compression sleeve (not shown). To
provide such an open connection, a valve seat 282 of
plunger 80 is disposed via spring 82 (not shown in FIGS.
6A and 6B for clarity), out of engagement with a conical
seat 284 of cap 90. This configuration allows air to flow
around the conical seat 284 and through conduit 22 (not
shown), and out to the inflatable removable portion of the
compression sleeve, as shown by arrows A.
[0064] For removal of the removable portion of the
compression sleeve, coupling fitting 40 is removed from
coupling port 38. Spring 82 forces valve seat 282 into
engagement with a counter bore edge of conical seat
284. Thus, this configuration advantageously reduces
the dimension of the fluid orifice of coupling port 38 such
that air only flows through cavities defined by semi-cir-
cular slots 286 of valve seat 282 and the bore edge of
conical seat 284. Slots 286 are formed on the sides of
valve seat 282. The cavities defined by slots 286 and
conical seat 284 facilitate fluid flow that approximates the
pneumatic behavior of the removable portion of the com-
pression sleeve when coupling fitting 40 is connected to
coupling port 38 during an open fluid connection. The
cavities defined by slots 286 and conical seat 284 may
have various configurations and dimensions including
geometries such as, for example, elliptical, polygonal,
etc.
[0065] This configuration advantageously approxi-
mates the pneumatic characteristics of a detached de-
vice. It is contemplated that the fluid orifice of coupling
port 38 may be variously configured such that corre-
sponding engagement with plunger 80 reduces the orifice
dimension to approximate fluid flow through coupling port
38 that would otherwise occur with valve 76 in the open
position. It is further contemplated that plunger 80 may

includes openings to approximate fluid flow. It is envi-
sioned that valve 76 is operable to reduce the dimension
of the fluid orifice of coupling port 38 over a range of
closed positions, including partial fluid flow, leakage, etc.
to approximate fluid in the port or alternatively, the orifice
may completely close to prevent fluid flow through the
corresponding port. In a completely closed configuration,
pump speed or other settings may be adjusted.
[0066] In a particular embodiment, the present disclo-
sure provides an air tubing connector for use with a com-
pression apparatus having removable portions, see, for
example, the compression sleeve described in U.S. Pat-
ent Application Serial No. 10/784,607, filed on February
23, 2004 and entitled Compression Apparatus. Three
separate air tube are connected to an ankle portion, a
calf portion and a knee portion of the apparatus. Each
portion is supplied with a timed sequence of compressed
air through its respective air tube. The proximal end of
each of the three air tubes is connected to the first plurality
of fluid ports 16 in a first connector 12 according to the
present disclosure. A mating set of three air tubes ex-
tends from a timed pressure source and is connected to
the second plurality of fluid ports 20 in a second connector
14 according to the present disclosure.
[0067] In the illustrative embodiment, the distal end of
the thigh tube is connected to the first connector 12 via
a coupling fitting 40 and port 38 as described hereinbe-
fore. When a patient no longer requires the thigh portion
of the prophylaxis compression apparatus, the thigh por-
tion can be removed and the tubing attached thereto can
be disconnected from the first connector at the coupling
port 38. Operation of the valve 76 in the coupling port 38
provides a reduced fluid orifice that restricts airflow there-
through to approximate the pneumatic characteristics of
the thigh portion and its corresponding air tube. Thus,
sensors in the timed pressure source will not detect a
change in fluid pressure or flow rate when the thigh por-
tion is removed. This allows the timed pressure source
to continue supplying uninterrupted timed air pressure to
the ankle and calf portions of the prophylaxis compres-
sion apparatus.
[0068] Referring to FIGS. 11 and 12, certain embodi-
ments are provided wherein the first plurality of fluid con-
duits 18 is a set of webbed tubing 98 having increased
webbing volume 100 between at least one pair of adja-
cent conduits. At least one interference rib 94 is formed
between at least one pair of adjacent fluid ports in the
first plurality of fluid ports. The increased webbing volume
100 is aligned with the interference rib 94 if the set of
webbed tubing 98 is improperly oriented with the first
connector 12. The interference rib 94 thereby prevents
attachment of improperly oriented fluid conduits to the
first connector 12. Similarly, the second plurality of fluid
conduits 22 can include an increased webbing volume
configured to interfere with an interference rib between
adjacent ports in the second connector 14 to prevent at-
tachment of improperly oriented fluid conduits to the sec-
ond connector 14.
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[0069] Referring to FIG. 13, one embodiment includes
a first connector 12 having an interference key 96 in the
cavity 26 to prevent the first connector 12 from mating
with legacy connector components. The second connec-
tor 14 includes a clearance space for the interference
key 96. FIG. 14 schematically depicts the function of an
interference key 96 to prevent connection of certain em-
bodiments of a first connector 12 to certain embodiments
of a second connector 13. For example, key slot 98 in
second connector 13B provides clearance for interfer-
ence key 96 in first connector 12B to facilitate mating one
to the other. Second connector 13B can also be mated
to certain first connectors such as 12A which do not in-
clude an interference key. Second connector 13A does
not include a key slot and therefore can not be mated
with first connector 12B. In at least one embodiment, sec-
ond connector 13A is a legacy connector. In the illustra-
tive embodiment, the interference key 96 in a non-com-
patible connector such as first connector 12B is used to
prevent connection of the non-compatible connector to
the legacy connector.
[0070] It will be understood that various modifications
may be made to the embodiments disclosed herein. For
example, the connector of the present disclosure may be
used with various single and plural bladder compression
sleeve devices including, for example, the compression
sleeve described in U.S. Patent Application Serial No.
10/784,604, filed on February 23, 2004 and entitled Com-
pression Apparatus. Therefore, the above description
should not be construed as limiting, but merely as exem-
plification of the various embodiments. Those skilled in
the art will envision other modifications as long as they
are within the scope of the claims appended hereto.

Claims

1. A fluid connector apparatus (10) adapted for use with
a compression apparatus, the fluid connector appa-
ratus comprising:

a connector (12) including a plurality of fluid
ports (16) that facilitates fluid communication
between a plurality of fluid conduits (18) of the
compression apparatus and a pressurized fluid
source, each of the plurality of fluid ports defining
a fluid orifice configured for fluid flow,
a coupler (40) for releasable connection to a
proximal end of one port of said connector, the
fluid connector apparatus having a first position
and a second position, both positions allowing
for fluid flow through said one port;
characterized in that a valve (76) including a
movable plunger (80) is disposed in said one
port of said connector, and in that
the plunger (80) is movable between a first po-
sition and a second position by the coupler (40)
wherein in the first position the valve is held in

a substantially open position for allowing fluid
flow from the compression apparatus to a com-
pression sleeve and in the second position in
which the coupler (40) is detached from the con-
nector, the movable plunger of the valve is ad-
vanced in a proximal direction to reduce but not
close the port to fluid flow therethrough so as to
approximate the pneumatic characteristics
when attached of a detached device.

2. The fluid connector apparatus according to claim 1
wherein the connector apparatus, includes a first
connector (12) having a first plurality of fluid ports
and a second connector (14) having a second plu-
rality of fluid ports.

3. The fluid connector apparatus according to claim 2
wherein said first connector (12) removably mates
with the second connector (14).

4. The fluid connector apparatus according to claim 1
wherein said valve (76) includes a spring loaded
plunger (80).

5. The fluid connector apparatus according to claim 4
wherein said coupler includes a cap portion (74) dis-
posed therein and said spring loaded plunger en-
gages said cap portion.

6. The fluid connector apparatus according to claim 2
further comprising a gasket (46) disposed to facilitate
fluid sealing between said first and second connec-
tors.

7. The fluid connector apparatus according to claim 2
wherein said second connector (14) includes a lock-
ing arm (30) extending therefrom such that said lock-
ing arm is adapted to releasably retain said first con-
nector (12) with said second connector (14).

8. The fluid connector apparatus according to claim 7
wherein said first connector (12) includes a slot (34)
for engaging said locking arm.

Patentansprüche

1. Fluidleitungsverbindervorrichtung (10), die für eine
Verwendung mit einer Kompressionsvorrichtung
ausgebildet ist, wobei die Fluidleitungsverbindervor-
richtung Folgendes umfasst:

einen Verbinder (12) mit mehreren Fluidan-
schlüssen (16), die eine Fluidverbindung zwi-
schen mehreren Fluidleitungen (18) der Kom-
pressionsvorrichtung und einer druckbeauf-
schlagten Fluidquelle ermöglichen, wobei jeder
der mehreren Fluidanschlüsse eine für eine
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Fluidströmung konfigurierte Fluiddurchlassöff-
nung definiert;
ein Kupplungsstück (40) zur lösbaren Verbin-
dung mit einem proximalen Ende eines An-
schlusses des Verbinders, wobei die Fluidlei-
tungsverbindervorrichtung eine erste und eine
zweite Position hat, wobei beide Positionen eine
Fluidströmung durch den einen Anschluss zu-
lassen,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass sich ein Ventil
(76) mit einem bewegbaren Plunger (80) in dem
einen Anschluss des Verbinders befindet,
und dass der Plunger (80) zwischen einer ersten
Position und einer zweiten Position durch das
Kupplungsstück (40) bewegbar ist, wobei das
Ventil in der ersten Position in einer im Wesent-
lichen offenen Position gehalten wird, um eine
Fluidströmung von der Kompressionsvorrich-
tung zu einer Kompressionsmanschette zuzu-
lassen, und wobei in der zweiten Position, in der
das Kupplungsstück (40) vom Verbinder abge-
trennt ist, der bewegbare Plunger des Ventils in
einer proximalen Richtung weiterbewegt wird,
um den Anschluss für eine dadurch erfolgende
Fluidströmung zu reduzieren, aber nicht zu
schließen, um so eine Annäherung an die pneu-
matischen Leistungsmerkmale zu erreichen, die
ein abgetrenntes Gerät, wenn es angeschlos-
sen wäre, aufweisen würde.

2. Fluidleitungsverbindervorrichtung nach Anspruch 1,
bei der die Verbindervorrichtung einen ersten Ver-
binder (12) mit mehreren ersten Fluidanschlüssen
und einen zweiten Verbinder (14) mit mehreren zwei-
ten Fluidanschlüssen beinhaltet.

3. Fluidleitungsverbindervorrichtung nach Anspruch 2,
bei der der erste Verbinder (12) passend zum zwei-
ten Verbinder (14) abnehmbar ausgeführt ist.

4. Fluidleitungsverbindervorrichtung nach Anspruch 1,
bei der das Ventil (76) einen federbelasteten Plunger
(80) beinhaltet.

5. Fluidleitungsverbindervorrichtung nach Anspruch 4,
bei der das Kupplungsstück einen darin befindlichen
Kappenabschnitt (74) beinhaltet und der federbela-
stete Plunger in den Kappenabschnitt eingreift.

6. Fluidleitungsverbindervorrichtung nach Anspruch 2,
die weiterhin eine Dichtung (46) umfasst, um eine
Fluidabdichtung zwischen dem ersten und dem
zweiten Verbinder zu ermöglichen.

7. Fluidleitungsverbindervorrichtung nach Anspruch 2,
bei der der zweite Verbinder (14) einen sich von die-
sem aus erstreckenden Verriegelungsarm (30) um-
fasst, der so ausgebildet ist, dass der Verriegelungs-

arm den ersten Verbinder (12) lösbar mit dem zwei-
ten Verbinder (14) zurückhält.

8. Fluidleitungsverbindervorrichtung nach Anspruch 7,
bei der der erste Verbinder (12) einen Schlitz (34)
zum Eingriff mit dem Verriegelungsarm beinhaltet.

Revendications

1. Dispositif de raccordement de conduit fluidique (10)
adapté pour être utilisé avec un dispositif de com-
pression, le dispositif de raccordement de conduit
fluidique comprenant:

un connecteur (12) comportant une pluralité de
ports de fluide (16), qui facilite la communication
fluidique entre une pluralité de conduits fluidi-
ques (18) du dispositif de compression et une
source de fluide sous pression, chaque port de
la pluralité de ports de fluide définissant un ori-
fice de fluide configuré pour un écoulement de
fluide,
un coupleur (40) à connecter de façon détacha-
ble à une extrémité proximale d’un premier port
dudit connecteur, le dispositif de raccordement
de conduit fluidique présentant une première
position et une deuxième position, les deux po-
sitions permettant un écoulement de fluide à tra-
vers ledit premier port;
caractérisé en ce qu’une soupape (76) com-
prenant un plongeur mobile (80) est disposée
dans ledit premier port dudit connecteur, et en
ce que le plongeur (80) peut être déplacé entre
une première position et une deuxième position
par le coupleur (40), où, dans la première posi-
tion, la soupape est maintenue dans une posi-
tion sensiblement ouverte de manière à permet-
tre un écoulement de fluide à partir du dispositif
de compression jusqu’à un manchon de com-
pression, et dans la deuxième position, dans la-
quelle le coupleur (40) est détaché du connec-
teur, le plongeur mobile de la soupape est avan-
cé dans une direction proximale de manière à
réduire, mais sans le fermer, le port pour un
écoulement de fluide à travers celui-ci de ma-
nière à se rapprocher des caractéristiques
pneumatiques d’un dispositif détaché lorsqu’il
est attaché.

2. Dispositif de raccordement de conduit fluidique se-
lon la revendication 1, dans lequel le dispositif de
raccordement comprend un premier connecteur (12)
qui comporte une première pluralité de ports de flui-
de, et un deuxième connecteur (14) qui comporte
une deuxième pluralité de ports de fluide.

3. Dispositif de raccordement de conduit fluidique se-
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lon la revendication 2, dans lequel ledit premier con-
necteur (12) s’accouple de façon détachable avec
le deuxième connecteur (14).

4. Dispositif de raccordement de conduit fluidique se-
lon la revendication 1, dans lequel ladite soupape
(76) comprend un plongeur chargé par ressort (80).

5. Dispositif de raccordement de conduit fluidique se-
lon la revendication 4, dans lequel ledit coupleur
comprend une partie de chapeau (74) disposée dans
celui-ci, et ledit plongeur chargé par ressort engage
ladite partie de chapeau.

6. Dispositif de raccordement de conduit fluidique se-
lon la revendication 2, comprenant en outre une gar-
niture (46) disposée de manière à faciliter l’étanchéi-
té au fluide entre lesdits premier et deuxième con-
necteurs.

7. Dispositif de raccordement de conduit fluidique se-
lon la revendication 2, dans lequel ledit deuxième
connecteur (14) comprend un bras de verrouillage
(30) qui s’étend à partir de celui-ci de telle sorte que
ledit bras de verrouillage soit adapté pour retenir de
façon libérable ledit premier connecteur (12) avec
ledit deuxième connecteur (14).

8. Dispositif de raccordement de conduit fluidique se-
lon la revendication 7, dans lequel ledit premier con-
necteur (12) comporte une fente (34) pour engager
ledit bras de verrouillage.
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